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Rapid diagnosis of rabies in suspected human cases influences post-exposure prophylaxis for
potential contacts of the patient and ensures appropriate patient management. Apart from the central
nervous system (CNS), rabies virus (RABV) is usually present in small sensory nerves adjacent to
hair follicles of infected humans. We used an RT-PCR, with primers targeted to the 3’ terminal
portion of the nucleoprotein gene (N), to test neck-skin samples of nine patients who had rabies in
order to validate a diagnostic method that could serve as an additional tool for rabies diagnosis,
particularly in antemortem samples. Six of eight postmortem samples were found to be positive for
rabies by RT-PCR, and one of two samples collected antemortem was positive with this same technique.
Results were confirmed by DNA sequencing; this validates RT-PCR and neck-skin as a suitable
technique and type of sample, respectively, for use in the diagnosis of human rabies. RT-PCR applied
to neck-skin biopsies could allow early diagnosis and lead to more effective rabies treatment.
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Rabies is an acute, progressive and fatal disease caused
by an RNA virus of the Lyssavirus genus of the
Rhabdoviridae family [1]; it is the 11th cause of human death
by infectious disease [2]. Human mortality due to rabies is
estimated to be 55,000 deaths per year worldwide; most rabies
cases have been reported in Asia and Africa [3]. In the states
of Pará and Maranhão in Brazil, outbreaks of rabies transmitted
by vampire bats caused 21 human deaths in 2004 and 42 human
deaths in 2005 [4].
The Brazilian budget for rabies prevention in 2004 was
US$ 28 million. This figure included the cost of vaccines for
humans and dogs, immunoglobulin, laboratory diagnosis,
medical and veterinary staff, training of staff and dog
vaccination campaigns [3].
Diagnosis of rabies based on clinical symptoms alone is
difficult and unreliable, except when there are specific clinical
signs of hydrophobia or aerophobia [3]. A diagnosis of rabies
should be considered in any patient who presents encephalitis
of unknown cause [5]. The first clinical signs of rabies are
nonspecific, and the diagnosis is often confirmed later in the
course of the disease or at postmortem. Delay in diagnosis
can result in dissemination of the disease to contacts and
unnecessary postexposure treatment of people at risk [6-8].
Early diagnosis can eliminate the expense of unnecessary
diagnostic tests and inappropriate medical treatment [9]. It
also significantly reduces the number of potential exposures

to the virus during contact with the patient and allows early
identification of people who are candidates for prophylactic
treatment [6,10].
Furthermore, the great advances in antiviral production
and intensive care treatment in hospitals make treatment of
many viral diseases possible. Indeed, the first successful
treatment of human rabies was recently reported in the United
States, indicating an optimistic outlook for the coming years
[11], highlighting the importance of early diagnosis if rabies
treatment is to be effective.
Laboratory specimens used for antemortem diagnosis
include serum, cerebrospinal fluid, saliva, corneal impressions
and biopsy of highly innervated regions such as neck-skin
[6,7,12]. The rabies virus (RABV) is usually present in nerve
cells surrounding the bases of hair follicles. Neck-skin biopsies
are analyzed by a fluorescent antibody test (FAT) in frozen
sections of the biopsy and by reverse transcription–
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) on RNA extracted from
the biopsy [7].
We examined a molecular method for diagnosing human
rabies based on RT-PCR of neck-skin biopsies. This method
could become an important tool for rabies diagnosis,
particularly in antemortem samples.
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Samples
Ten approximately 1 cm2 samples of neck-skin biopsy
collected in 2005 from nine patients from Augusto Correa,
Pará, suspected of having rabies were analyzed. Two samples,
registered as 4793a and 4795, were collected before the
patient’s death, and samples registered as 5446, 5447, 5448,
5449, 5450, 5451, 5452 and 5453 were collected postmortem.
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Samples 4795 and 5446 were collected antemortem and
postmortem, respectively, from the same patient.
Brain samples were collected postmortem from the same
nine patients from Augusto Correa suspected of having rabies
and were registered as 4793b*, 5446*, 5447*, 5448*, 5449*,
5450*, 5451*, 5452* and 5453*.
Fluorescent antibody test (FAT) and mouse inoculation test
(MIT)
All the brain samples were diagnosed as positive for rabies
by FAT [13] and MIT [14] in the Instituto Evandro Chagas,
Pará, Brazil.
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nucleotides 1287 and 1534 of the Pasteur Virus (PV) strain
(GeneBank accession number M13215.1) was analyzed. First,
data from raw sequencing were edited using CHROMAS
software (Version 2.24 Copyright© 1998-2004 Technelysium
Pty Ltd). The final sequence of each virus strain was aligned
with homologous sequences retrieved from Genbank using
the CLUSTAL W method and Bioedit software [16]. The
alignments were then used to build a neighbor-joining DNAdistance phylogenetic tree, with the Kimura 2-parameter
evolutionary model and 1000 bootstrap repetitions for
statistical support using Mega 2.1 [17].
Results

RT-PCR and DNA sequencing
Neck-skin samples were cut into small pieces with a scalp
and submitted to total RNA extraction with Trizol®
(Invitrogen), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. A
reference strain (Challenge Virus Standard-CVS) was used as
a positive control; RNA extracted from uninfected mouse brain
tissue and ultra-pure water were used as negative controls.
Reverse Transcription (RT) and Polymerase Chain Reaction
(PCR) were performed using sense primer 504 (5’TATACTCGAATCATGATGAATGGAGGTCGACT-3’) and
antisense primer 304 (5’-TTGACGAAGATCTTGCTCAT-3’)
targeted to the region corresponding to the nucleoprotein (N)
gene, as previously described [15]. An aliquot of 5 mL of
extracted RNA was included in the RT mixture containing 1X
first-strand buffer, 40U RNAseOUT, 1.3 mM dNTP, 1 pmol/μL
of primers 504 and 304, 8.5 mM DTT, 200 U M-MLV reverse
transcriptase (Invitrogen™), and RNase-free water to a final
volume of 47μL. For PCR amplification, 10μL of cDNA
generated in the RT reaction was added to a PCR mixture
containing 1X PCR buffer, 1pmol/μL of primers 504 and 304,
0.2 mM dNTP, 2.4 mM MgCl2, 2.5 U Taq DNA recombinant
polymerase (Invitrogen™), and RNase-free water to a final
volume of 102μL. Reactions were performed in an Eppendorf™
thermocycler with a cycle of 60 min at 42°C for RT and a cycle
of 1 min at 94ºC followed by 40 cycles of 30 seconds at 94ºC,
30 seconds at 37ºC and 90 seconds at 72ºC, and a final cycle of
7 min at 72ºC for the PCR reactions. The RT-PCR product was
visualized under UV light after gel electrophoresis on 1%
agarose gel containing ethidium bromide in TBE buffer.
A second-round amplification was carried out, as
previously described, with 5μL of the first-round amplification.
Amplified DNA fragments were purified with GFX PCR DNA
and a Gel Band Purification Kit (Amersham Biosciences™)
and submitted to DNA sequencing reactions using sense and
antisense primers (504 and 304, respectively) with DYEnamic
ET Dye Terminator (Amersham Biosciences™) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. The sequences were resolved
on a MegaBACE DNA (Amersham Biosciences™).
Phylogenetic analysis
A 249 bp region of the nucleoprotein gene located between

FAT and MIT
Seven brain samples were positive by FAT and eight
positive by MIT (Table 1).
RT-PCR
Seven samples of neck skin (one antemortem biopsy and
six postmortem samples) were positive by RT-PCR (Table 1).
Phylogenetic analysis
For each of the seven neck-skin samples positive by RTPCR, 249 genome nucleotides located between nucleotides 1287
and 1534 were sequenced using standard strain PV as a reference.
One hundred and fifty-six nucleotides from the 3'-termini of the N
gene in the region encompassed by nucleotides 1319 and 1474
were analyzed using standard strain PV as a reference.
The topology of the phylogenetic tree (Figure 1) was
divided into three clusters: I-Brazilian domestic and wild
carnivore-related strains, II- Fixed SAD and CVS strains, and
III- Brazilian vampire-bat-related strains. All samples analyzed
in this study segregated in cluster III. Sequences from samples
4793, 5446, 5447, 5448, 5449, 5452 and 5453 received the
following GenBank accession numbers, respectively:
DQ314575, DQ314576, DQ314577, DQ314578, DQ314579,
DQ314580 and DQ314574.
Discussion
Suspected cases of human rabies require precise and rapid
diagnosis. A reliable diagnosis is important to ensure
appropriate patient management and to provide relevant
information for public health authorities involved in the control
and epidemiological surveillance of rabies, in particular during
investigation of fatal encephalitis of unknown etiology.
Most conventional techniques used for postmortem
diagnosis of rabies are not suitable for antemortem diagnosis
due to the risks of performing a brain biopsy on a living patient
[7,12]. The sensitivity of techniques used for antemortem
diagnosis of rabies varies greatly, according to the stage of
the disease, antibody status, intermittent nature of viral
shedding and training of the technical staff [3].
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Table 1. Results of diagnostic tests (FAT, MIT and RT-PCR) carried out on antemortem and postmortem samples of rabies cases
Brain samples

FAT

MIT

Neck-skin samples

RT-PCR

4793b*
5446*
5447*
5448*
5449*
5450*
5451*
5452*
5453*

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

ND
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

4793a
4795/5446
5447
5448
5449
5450
5451
5452
5453

+
-/+
+
+
+
+
+

ND: not done; –: negative; +:positive. FAT: fluorescent antibody test; MIT: mouse inoculation test.

Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree showing the segregation of sequences of the RABV N gene from the neck-skin samples in polytomic
cluster III, which corresponds to antigenic variant 3 (AgV3- Desmodus rotundus) of the rabies virus.
DQ116771
DQ116769
99

DQ116768
DQ116772
DQ116762

DQ149104
65
75

DQ146727
DQ146726

VARIANT 2: BRAZILIAN
DOMESTIC AND WILD
CARNIVORE-RELATED STRAINS

DQ116763
DQ116770
56

DQ116776
DQ116775
DQ116766
DQ116761
DQ116774
DQ116773
DQ116764
DQ116767
DQ116765
AF406696
99

FIXED STRAINS

M31046
DQ314577
DQ314579
84

DQ314574
DQ314576

57

DQ314578
DQ314580
DQ314575

100

AB083809
AB083818
DQ177278
AB083817
AB083812
AB083816
63 AB083815

0.05
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Rabies antigens (nucleocapsid or glycoprotein) may be
detected antemortem by using FAT on skin biopsies, which
are usually taken from the nuchal area and should include
hair follicles, as these contain peripheral nerves [18]. The
quality of skin biopsy samples is of paramount importance
and is dependent on the ability of the surgeon. This
technique may not be practical, as it requires a cryostat in
order to prepare frozen tissue sections; in addition,
contamination can occur in the cryostat, as various biopsies
are processed in the same equipment. Antemortem FAT on
corneal impressions is rarely reliable [3], although a small
number of laboratories have reported successful use of this
technique on corneal impressions [18]. RABV isolation using
biological samples obtained by an antemortem procedure
can be performed using cell culture or intracranial inoculation
of mice (MIT). The biological samples may be saliva or other
biological fluids, such as tears or cerebrospinal fluid (the
latter is not generally recommended) [3]. There is an
important limitation for the detection of rabies antigen by
FAT, as there may not be enough cells or viral antigens in
the early stages of the disease to yield a positive result. As
the disease progresses, viral antigens may also be absent
from saliva or biopsies, probably due to neutralizing
antibodies [12].
Neutralizing antibodies in the serum and cerebrospinal
fluid of nonvaccinated patients can be measured as an
antemortem assay with a virus neutralization test [3]. Virusneutralizing antibodies, however, tend to appear on average
eight days after the onset of clinical symptoms, making
techniques based on detection of these antibodies less
effective for early diagnosis than other antemortem
techniques.
Molecular diagnosis has been adopted to detect viral
nucleic acid in antemortem or postmortem specimens. RT-PCR
has been used successfully for detecting the viral nucleic
acid of RABV in antemortem specimens. Molecular detection
by RT-PCR technique has the highest sensitivity, but it
requires standardization and very stringent quality control in
order to avoid false results [9]. The RNA of RABV can be
detected in several biological fluids and samples (e.g. saliva,
cerebrospinal fluid, tears, urine, skin biopsy and brain
samples). Saliva and neck-skin biopsy samples are the most
widely-studied specimens for attempting antemortem
diagnosis [9,10,12].
We chose the nucleoprotein gene (N) because it is the
most conserved RABV gene [19], and analysis of this gene is
the most suitable approach for the molecular diagnosis of
rabies [20].
We developed and applied an RT-PCR protocol to detect
a 249-nucleotide fragment of the N gene. Using this method,
we were able to detect viral nucleic acid in 70% of the neckskin samples, including one of the two samples obtained
during antemortem examination. To avoid false positive
results, precautions for carrying out RT-PCR [21] were
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followed strictly, and the sequencing analysis confirmed the
RT-PCR results. The addition of the second amplification
with the same primers for the PCR allowed us to increase the
concentration of the amplified DNA to guarantee the success
of the DNA sequencing; this constitutes a new approach for
the diagnosis of rabies.
The results for RT-PCR in neck-skin samples obtained
postmortem were confirmed by DNA sequencing and
phylogenetic analysis in parallel with FAT and MIT of brain
specimens from the same patients. The negative results for
RT-PCR in neck-skin samples 4795, 5450 and 5451 were
probably due to the poor quality of the sample or degradation
of viral RNA, as the same samples were positive by MIT. It
cannot be argued that sample 5441*, which was negative by
FAT, was also negative by RT-PCR due to the small amount of
antigen, as the sample was positive by MIT. This is supported
by the fact that, in one patient, the brain sample was negative
by FAT (5452*) and a neck-skin sample (5452) was positive
by RT-PCR.
Though we intended to examine more antemortem samples,
the conditions during sample collection at the sites where the
deaths occurred, together with the emotional stress that
surrounded the cases and the lack of technical conditions,
made it difficult to collect antemortem samples. Postmortem
collection of neck-skin samples, however, presented fewer
difficulties and was of major importance for our study.
In the phylogenetic analysis, the results obtained with
the neck-skin samples agreed with the epidemiological field
survey, the local ecology where the cases occurred and the
antigenic typing carried out at the Evandro Chagas Institute
[22]. These results, together with those obtained by antigenic
typing and phylogenetic analysis carried out by the Pasteur
Institute during the 2004 outbreaks in the municipalities of
Viseu and Portel [23], also in the state of Pará, are sufficient to
indicate that the vampire bat Desmodus rotundus is the species
responsible for RABV transmission in this region.
Also, the experience of the Pasteur Institute with molecular
diagnosis, using saliva, cerebrospinal fluid, serum and neckskin biopsy samples has shown that the latter is the most
suitable for use in antemortem diagnosis of rabies, probably
due to the late, or less intense, virus neutralization in these
samples. All the RT-PCR results for the human samples are
registered at the Pasteur Institute.
We conclude that the probability of successful antemortem
detection of RABV using neck-skin samples is high and that
use of this technique should be encouraged. Given the
magnitude of genomic amplification by RT-PCR in postmortem
samples, we conclude that the results also reflect the
antemortem situation.
This is the first time that RABV has been identified in
samples of neck-skin biopsy in Brazil. The successful use of
RT-PCR demonstrates that it is a viable, alternative tool for
the antemortem diagnosis of rabies, which allows timely use
of antivirals and improved patient management.
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